Thank you for your contribution July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. If we made an error in your listing, our apologies! Please let us know by emailing clare@northstarfund.org.
2020-2021 North Star Fund Donors: D-I

Emily Chao
Emily Cozart-Mohammed
Emily Gordon
Emily Lemmerman
Emily Mathieu and James Vasile
Emily Palmer
Emily Robinson
Emily Schmitz
Emily Simoness
Emily Straus
Emily Wharton
Emma Jordan-Simpson
Emma Kreyche
Emma Pillow
Emma Pliskin
Emma Schrager
Eric Balog
Eric Bricker
Eric Chiu
Eric Cho Gillespie
Eric H
Eric Konon
Erica Beall
Erica Skurnik
Erin Turner
Esmeralda Simmons, Esq.
Etienne Ma
Eugenia Lee
Eva Kaminsky
Evalani Pandaraoan
Evan Green
Eve and Kate
Eveline Chang
Evelyn Bauman
Evolutionary Leadership LLC
Facebook Donors
Fariba Alam
Faye Brannen
Fazeela Siddiqui
Felicitas Salgado
Felicity Nitz
Felix Cancre
FJC, A Foundation of Philanthropic Funds
Flore
Foley Family Foundation
For Jesse And Joanna Foundation for a Just Society
Frampton Tolbert
Fran Alexander
Frances Geteles-Shapiro
Frances Liu
Frances Wilson
Francis Greenburger
Frank Forward And Family
Frankie James
The Franklins
Franklin Joyce
Fred I. and Gilda Nobel Foundation
Friedeman Consulting
Friedrike Merck
G Suttles
Gab Y.
Gabby & Mike
Gaby D'Amato
Gail Burton Allen
Gailor Large
Gara LaMarche and Lisa Mueller
Gaven Trinidad
Gay Brookes
Genevieve Daftary
Geoffrey Gund
George Gund
George Suttles
Georgia Wei
Gerald Blume
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation
Gerard McGeary
GFP Real Estate
Gideon Cohn
Gina Felicetti
Gisela Gamper
Glenn Hufnagel
Gloria Situ-Simon
Gonzalo Mercado-Cisterna
Goran Mitevski
Gordon Johnson and Nancy Lee
Grace
Grace W. Choi
Gracie Kingman for Sebastian and Aurora
Grand Street Settlement
Grassroots International
Greek Ballroom Scene
The Green Family
Greg Schiefelbein
Gregory Locklear
Gregory Thomson
Griffin Stanton-Ameisen
Gwen Hopkin
Gwendolyn Beetle
Gwenn Cagann and Ross MacIntyre
h mccauley
Hae-Lin Choi
Halim
Hanifa Haris
Hannah Kane
Hannah Wainright
Harold Wolpert
Harriet Goldberg
Harvey Chism
Hawaii People’s Fund
Hayley Bonanni
Hayley Shapiro
Hays Golden
Hazel Wicks
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Headwaters Foundation for Justice
Healthy On You, LLC
Heather Nannery
Heding Yang
Hefei
Helaine Katz
Helen Cohen and Mark Lipman
Helen Forster Stillman
Helen Liu
Henry Kwok
Henry Langstraat
Herbert and Lilian Heilpern HF
Hilary Gerstein
Hillary Exter
Hillary Weinshank
Holli Harms
Holly Fetter
Holly Spinelli
Housing Here & Now
Hubertus Raben
Hugh Hogan and Paul Brennan
Hui Huong Tea
Hyatt Hasegawa Bailey
Hyein Lee
Hyun Jung
Hyunwoo Park
Ian A. Post, CFA
Ian Miller
IHSPH Dream Team
ila duncan
Imani Jade Powers
In Honor Of Betsy Myers
In Honor Of Hayden And Richard Geer
In honor of Kimani Gray
Ingrid Benedict
Ingrid Ellen
The Inman Family
Irene Cheng
Iris Escarraman
Isa + Noah
Isaac Bonnell
Isaac Sorkin
Israel hersh
Issy Verde
Isvett Verde
Isyla
Ivan Luna
Ivan Rosales
Ivy
Ivy Shen